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ABSTRACT 

A fundamental answer Is attempted to the questions of being, time, space, 
existence, perception, and physical phenomena.   Mass, empty space, realUy, 
gravitational attraction, continuity, discontinuity, and relativity are among the 
"things" and "nonthlngs" for which relationships and explanations are provided. 

Perception Is defined as detection by a mass of change to Itself and as a 
differentiating process.   Perceived physical phenomena are revealed to be 
first derivatives of ultimate reality, and outputs of the physical perceiving device 
call the "perceptron. "  Ut Ing the operation of the physical perception process on 
action, the units of which are energy times time, an entirely different view Is 
generated of both reality and the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.   When super- 
position Is imposed as a condition, the Heisenberg uncertainty principle Is revealed 
to be a quantized statement.   A concept of the absolute value of a dimensional 
molecule Is advanced. 

A reality model Is constructed erf an action continuum and a nonactlon 
continuum separated by an operational threshold whose magnitude Is given by an 
uncertainty principle.   Perception Is modeled as a process which switches atomic 
quanta of action and nonactlon back and forth across the threshold.  Mass Is 
explained as perceptron switch activity rate, and a mass definition equation is 
generated.   One kilogram mass Is shown to represent 17.053 x 1050 perceptron 
switches per second.   From the model, Newton's laws of motion and gravity can 
be generated directly from the concept of the Interaction of mass with space Itself, 
space being taken as a massless fluid, or ether, composed of tiny nonactlon parti- 
cles called "qultons."  Einstein's postulates of special relativity are also shown 
to follow from the model, and a statement of the equivalence principle Is shown to 
be consistent with the model. 

The concept of "llnecepUon" as a causal chain of perceptron operations Is 
advanced.   "Inception" Is developed as a noncausal modulation of llneceptlon and 
as a distinguishing feature of a living system.   The possibility Is raised that 
inception could provide an explanation of the noncausal, statistical, ultrumlcroscoplc 
universe and yet require large ensembles of ultramlcroscoplc events to conform to 
causality.   Inception Is shown to lead to karma.   Perception Is shown to be causal 
and to generate causality Itself. 

Some elementary philosophical Implications of qulton/perceptron theory are 
pointed out and briefly discussed. 
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I    ««(TnACT 

A fundamental answer is atteupted to the question of being, time, space, 
existence, perception,  and physical phenomena.    Mass, empty space, reality, gravita- 
tional attraction, continuity, discontinuity, and relativity are among the "things" 
and "nonthings"  for which relationships and explanations are provided. 

Perception is defined as detection by a mass of change to itself and as a 
differentiating process.    Perceived physical phenomena are revealed to be first 
derivatives of ultimate reality, and outputs of the physical perceiving device call the 
"percepttron."    Using the operation of the physical perception process on action,  the 
units of which are energy times time, an entirely different view Is generated of both 
reality and the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.    When superposition is Imposed as 
a condition,  the Heisenberg uncertainty principle is revealed to be a quantized state- 
ment.    A concept of the absolute value of a dimensional molecule is advanced. 

A reality model is constructed of an action continuum and a nonactlon continuum 
separated by an operational threshold whose magnitude Is given by an uncertainty 
principle.    Perception Is modeled as a process which switches atomic quanta of action 
and nonactlon back and forth across the threshold.    Mass is explained as perceptron 
switch activity rate,  and a mass definition equation Is generated.    One kilogram mass 
is shown to represent 17.053 x ID50 perceptron switches per second.    From the model, 
Newton's laws of motion and gravity can be generated directly from the concept of  the 
interaction of mass with space itself, space being take.i as a massless fluid, or ether, 
composed of  tiny nonactlon particles called "qultons."    Einstein's postulates of 
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ABSTRACT (Continuted) 
special relativity are also shown to follow 
from the model, and a statement of the equivalence 
principle Is shown to be consistent with the 
model. 

The concept of "lineceptlon" as a causal 
chain of perceptron operations is advanced. 
"Inception" is developed as a noncausal modulation 
of lineceptlon and as a distinguishing feature 
of a living system.     The possibility Is raised 
that Inception could provide an explanation 
of the noncausal, statistical, ultramlcro- 
scopic universe and yet require large ensembles 
of ultranicroscopic events to conform to 
causality.     Inception is shown to lead to 
karma.    Perception is shown to be causal 
an1 to generate causality itself. 

Some elementary philosophical implications 
of quiton/perceptron theory are pointed out 
and briefly discussed. 
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I.   INTRODUCTION 

The unsolved problems o( physics stem from the unclear nature of the 
physical perception of change, and their resolution lies In the analysis of percep- 
tion as a physical process.   The unsolved problems of metaphysics stem from the 
same source, and can be resolved by the same perception analysis. 

Specifically, a physical detection system can detect changes to Itself and 
nothing else.   These detected Internal changes are thus what a detector "sees" or 
"observes" or "perceives" as changes to Its external environment, I.e., as Its 
physical phenomena.   Thus a mass, being itself a physical detecting system, 
must detect only changes to Itself, and these perceived changes to Itself constitute 
Its observed physical phenomena.   For that reason, these perceived changes are 
obviously entirely relative to (I.e., are part of) the percelver (observer); more 
precisely, they are entirely relative to and part of the percelver's mass, which 
is the detector that Is doing the perceiving. 

Since only changes are perceived by a mass, then mass's perception must 
be a differentiating process.   Ergo, perceived physical phenomena are first 
derivatives of a higher, or more fundamental, reality.   The nature of that higher 
reality is by definition unpercelvable (perception differentiates or fragments it), 
and it involves the quantity "action. "1 Action itself is not perceivable; change of 
action is perceivable since perception differentiates action.   If superposition is 
placed on the Heisenberg uncertainty principle as a required condition, then the 
uncertainty principle contradicts itself for all except Integral or zero multiples 
of a quantum of action.   Correction of the uncertainty principle by imposing 
superposition as a condition provides a statement of the oasic operation of percep- 
tion -- the detection by a mass of change to itself. 

All mental perception of a human being regarding physical phenomena is 
received (i. e., is inputted to the mind) from a physical sensory apparatus whose 
primary ingredient is mass.   Thus we may describe the perceptive mind as 
consisting of sensory outputs of mass perceptions; that is, the input to mental 
perception must be the output of mass perception, and this interface within the 
mind may be referred to as the "perceptive mind. " 

From the above foundation, a comprehensive theory of perception can be 
constructed, and a most unusual model of "reality" emerges.   A variety of 
unsolved questions are then resolved by the model.   The resolutions include, 
among other things,   1) derivation of the postulates of relativity; 2) definition of 
the nature of time and space; 3) the explanation of gravity; 4) the generaUon of 
causality itself; 5) resolution of the wave theory of light with the quantum theory 
of light; 6) the explanation of why ultramicroscopic phenomena are statistical 
yet large ensembles of ultramicroscopic phenomena are causal, and 7) validation 
of Mach's principle and the equivalence principle.   A totally new and precise 
definition of mass and of being itself are also two unexpected results.   The 
problems of metaphysics are also answered:  metaphysics is elevated to an 
exact science without any tinge ol dogma, and physics and metaphysics are united. 

'Planck's constant,  Heisenberg'8 uncertainty principle,  the principle of least action, 
the energy of  a photon,  etc.,  are derived  from action and perception's differentiation 
of action. 
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n.    EXISTENCE,  PERCEPTION, OBSERVATION 
AND PHYSICAL PHENOMENA 

We first define perception1 as detection by a mass of change2 to Itself, and 
state that It Is an operation performed by that mass.   The physical apparatus that 
accomplishes this perception Is termed a "perceptron, " which thus may be an 
electron, an atom, or the sensory apparatus of a living being. 

A change detector does not detect the state of Its Input, but rather detects 
changes In that state.   So m this sense a change detector can be regarded as a 
state differentiator.   Therefore a perceptron differentiates,  I. e., It perceives 
changes In Its Input and generates outputs In accordance.   When Its Input Is con- 
stant It will have no output.    Thus zero output of a perceptron does not necesearlly 
mean zero Input. 

What Is to be fed Into the perceptron's Input section exists; I. e., existence 
(ultimate reality)3 Is defined as what Is to be fed Into the perceptron's Input.   The 
output of the perceptron Is that which Is perceived, or what we ordinarily call 
"physical phenomena. "* Since the perceptron differentiates Its input state, then 
physical phenomena are ilrst derivatives of ultimate reality, which precisely 
accounts for the sharp separation between observable and nonobservable, I. e., 
between macroscopic and microscopic. 

Any change In a perceptron's Input section must Involve both time change, At, 
and energy change, AE.   So we may assume their product, AEAt, has always 
occurred In a perceptron's Input whenever It produces an output.   The output will 
be a derivative of the Input, e. g., 

and 

AEAt 
At 

AEAt 
"Al" 

=  AE 

=   At, 

(D 

(2) 

where In each case the constant of proportionality has been ignored. 

'We differentiate between perception and realization.     Perception ia entirely a 
physical process, and causal.     Realization Is a mental process and  is not 
restricted to causal relationships. 

Reflecting,  one notes that mass can only change  in a nonmass manner.     It cannot 
"change" without  involving space and time, both of which are  "nonmass."    Therefore 
a mass change must be composed of both mass and nonmass. 

■'"Ultlinate"  in that  it  is higher or more fundamental than perceived  reality, 

''Changes to mass and only  changes to mass constitute physical phenomena.    Changes to 
one mass constitute  "its" perceived physical phenomena, or  Its physical universe. 
Since the other masses in  its universe are perceived by It   (I.e.,  created in its 
perception by its perception process), then these massas must be entirely relative 
to the mass perceptron that perceives them.     Ergo, perceived mass  is relative to 
the perceiver. 
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Any detector has an operational Input threshold, 1. e., a minimum discernible 
signal.   The Heisenberg uncertainty principle states the requirement for such 
energy-time changes: 

AEAt>h/2 . (3) 

Its smallest value, or 

AEAt = h/2 , (4) 

Is then the Input threshold for a physical perceptron to operate and produce an 
output.1    Letting k = h/2, we can write this simply as 

AEM = k . (5) 

Since existence has been defined as that which Is fed Into the perceptron's 
Input, then that existence exists whether or not the perceptron operates, and the 
case^ where 

AEM < k , (6) 

also exists (I. e., can be present in the input of a perceptron) but cannot be 
perceived or detected (i. e., the perceptron will not operate and produce an output). 

At this point we diverge to remark that the product of energy and time Is a 
quantity called "action, " and fhe units of action are 

A = 
ML (7) 

Thus the input state to a perceptron is composed of an action continuum,3 and the 
perceptron differentiates action quanta to produce physical phenomena. 

'We acknowledge additional  uncertainty statements but  for simplicity will use only 
one In this paper. 

'Equation  (6)  exists and  It  Is proper to write it  down and search out  Its ramifica- 
tions.    Equation  (3)   Is a  limiting condition which applies only to mass.    But since 
our physical experience must  involve nonmass  (e.g., photons,   space,  time, be .ng), 
then nonmass considerations must be examined,    A good beginning is to consider the 
entire field of nonmass possibility,  i.e.,  that  field of nonraatter changes defined 
by  (6), which Includes the entire subquantum domain.     So we  legitimately examine 
two conditions:     Eq.   (3)  must define  (or apply as a condition to)  the mass 
phenomena  (change,  quantized)  system, and  (6) must define   (or apply to)  the nonmass 
phenomena  (subquantum)   system. 

3We exactly define continuity as the failure to perceive difference   (change), and 
discontinuity as the perception of difference  (change).    The difference between 
continuous and discontinuous  is entirely one of perception.     Thus there are two 
kinds of continuity:    absence of perceptron operation at all,  and  identically 
repeated perceptron operations.    The first kind exists outside of perception while 
the second kind exists In perception-to-perception.    These  are two powerful defini- 
tions, which among other  things enable one to understand such concepts as limiting 
process, derivative, point,  line, and plane,    Mathematics Itself is the game of 
perception,  nothing more  and nothing less. 
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When a large quantity of action Is to be fed Into a perfect perceptron, the Input 
process cannot occur Instantaneously; a At must be outputted (created)1 by the per- 
ceptron for each operation.   Thus perception processes steps or quanta of exactly 
k size, and exactly k size only.   Inputs of less than k size are simply collected2 

until the aggregate Is equal to k, then differentiated to produce an output.   We 
must therefore rewrite the Heisenberg uncertainty principle as 

AA = nk n = ±0, 1,2,.. (8) 

where the plus and minus signs are necessary since action only has to change about 
some constant level In the perceptron Input, and this change may be either additive 
or reductive (this quantum statement Is actually the basis for quantum physics).3 

Thus, from the viewpoint of a perceptron. Us output universe of physical phenomena 
Is constructed by successive granular differentiation of unit operations, each of 
size k, but It detects no time lapse (creates no At) between operations. 

When differentiated by a perceptron, an action atom may be regarded as 
being "chopped up" (the word "differentiated" literally means separated or torn 
apart): 

AEAt      k      T 

~~n        T    A ' n = 2,3,4,... (9) 

where the bar over the A Indicates nonactlon, or action atoms which have been 
broken Into bits. 

Thus we now conceive of an action continuum of action atoms and a nonactlon 
continuum4 of bits of action atoms.   The two contlnua coexist and the perceptron 

'Or "extracted from an action   .uantuto AEAt," vhlch means exactly the sane as "created," 
Einstein's treatment of slmulvanelty showed that It was operational, but If simulta- 
neity Itself Is operationally created then both time and length must also be 
operationally created. 

2This is not a simple discontinuous operation, since no time flow exists  (At Is not 
being outputted) during this collection process.    We have to think of the process 
discontinuously. but the stepwise process is actually continuous  (in time), or 
discontinuous, or both. 

3Slnce AE may be positive or negative, «re may state the uncertainty principle as 
|AEZtt| > k, or as AA - nk,   |n|  > 1.    Consider the two cases AA > 0, n - 1, and 
AA < 0, -1 < n < -2,    Superimposing them would give  |AA|   < k, which violates the 
uncertainty principle.    Thus, assuming superposition must hold, the uncertainty 
principle can be made to violate itself for all except integral values of n, and 
it follows that the Heisenberg uncertainty principle must be written as a quantized 
statement. 

''The separation into two continue is artificial, but is necessary to allow us to 
perceive perceptron operation with our brain perceptron mind.    There is absolutely 
no separation in the reality continuum itself; rather, there is only an operational 
separation caused by and in perception,    Hegel was very nearly correct in his 
realization that the dialectical principle was the magic key to the universe of 
perceived phenomena.    However,  thesis  (action) and antithesis (nonactlon) do not 
meet to give a synthesis  (the transfer function or switching) which is different 
from either; rather,  thesis  (action)  is changed  (transferred or switched) to its 
antithesis (nonactlon) and vice versa.    It is the switching or transfer process that 
is the synthesis  (output of the perceptron, perception) which is different from the 
thesis and the antithesis. 

 waäm MMM _J 
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operates, or moves, in them.   Only action quanta of exactly k size can be processed 
by the operating perceptron to give outputs which we know as physical phenomena. 
Such phenomena (events) consist of aggregates of extremely large numbers of per- 
ceptron operations.   Action atoms will be referred to simply as "action atoms." 
The very smallest bits or fragments1 of action atoms will be referred to as "qultons" 
and the symbol "q" used for one qulton.   For convenience, we shall regard the 
"magnitude"2 of q to be very much less than k, or 

q  •<   k (10) 

The perceptron's process of collecting qultons to form action atoms will be 
termed "fusion, " which Is an additive change to the constant action continuum. 
"Fission" will be the term for the perceptron's process of breaking up action atoms 
Into aggregates of qultons, where the size of each aggregate is less than k; fission 
is a reductive change to the constant action continuum.   The term "switching" will 
be used to refer to either fission or fusion, or both.3 

Fission and fusion are merely transfers or switches across the k-threshold 
separating the action and nonactlon continua, and may be represented by either of 
the diagrams shown In Fig. 1. 

>k 

PfRCEPTION 

n 

NONACTION 
CONTINUUM 

ACTION CONTINUUM 

NONACTION CONTINUUM     or 

Fig. 1.    Continua of the Universe 

THRESHOLD 

'These are actually nonthlnp.s and not bits or pieces at all,  but  since we can only 
perceive or think of  things,  we will model them as things.     The difficulty Is In the 
natur» of thought, not  In  the nature of reality. 

2The perceivable magnitude of a qulton Is zero.  I.e.,   It  Is not perceivable. 
3And,   In fact,  switching can also refer to the transfer of tt  Into AL,  I.e.,  the 
creation of space from time or vice versa.     Separation  (relation)   Is composed of 
&L and it,  and we know from relativity that when relatlvlstlc   (perceived)  AL Is 
changed,  then relatlvlstlc   (perceived)  At  Is also changed.    When  time dilates,  length 
contracts;  and when time  shrinks,  length expands.    Therefore  the  statement that 
length and time are Intertransferrable Is valid:  one kind of separation can be 
transferred  Into another kind  of  separation Just as one kind of energy can be changed 
Into another kind of energy.     Since this transfer Itself  la an operation,  then there 
Is a rate  (I.e.,  a constant)  of  transfer.    This constant  Is actually a parameter, 
since by special relativity It  can vary as a function of the mass changes themselves. 
And  since we are dealing with mass changes  (perception),   then the  rate of  transfer 
constitutes a rate of mass change   (rate of perception).     Since perception Is finite, 
perceived mass change cannot be  Infinite Lut must also be  finite,     Therefore a 
limiting rate of perception must exist.    From the equations of special relativity, 
this  limiting rate of perception or mass change is c,  the speed of  light, 
and  Its value may be taken as  the rate of change of a mass switch  Itself. 
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We now exmine the expression for energy o( a photon; 

E = h( (U) 

Considering (Isslon o( an action atom as a chopping of that atom, the process can 
be expressed by:1 

Minimum 
time rate of 
change of action 

fEnergy        1 ^ [atom ofl ("cuts or chops]    ,.«» 
[Transferred) * [action   J [per second   J' ^ 

or 

AA 
AT AE Cjkf (13) 

where C. Is a constant of proportionality.   According to Eq. (1), the energy 

perceived to be expended (transferred to qulton disturbances) In fissioning of an 
action atom ought to be proportional to the speed oj the chopping action.   Neglecting 
constants of proportionality, Eq. (13) Is simply2 

AE hf (14) 

where the A symbol Is deliberately added to show that It Is a transfer process. 
The equation works In reverse for fusion of qultons Into action atoms, 1. e., the 
energy   AE transferred to each action atom assembled is proportional to Its rate 
of assembly. 

V/e can now represent a perceptron as shown In Fig. 2, which corresponds 
precisely to the two-pronged arrows shown In the diagrams of Fig.  1.   A perceptron 
has two channels, fission and fusion. In which switching transfers between action 
and nonactlon are involved. 

By Eq. (2), cue of the outputs of a perceptron is   At.   Since perception creates 
its own time interval, it only has its kind of time, i. e., positive time, to deal with. 
Thus only positive time is perceived, and what we think of as positive time flow Is 
merely the successive   At's created by perception.3 

'Note how admirably the view of tearing apart or differentiating the action atom 
describes the resul*:.    The smaller  the tt torn from (AE At)   (or the quicker the 
separation),   the larger the AE left   (produced).  I.e.,  the more energetic the separa- 
tion.    The atom of uvtlon Is a quantum of action and one Integral piece;  the 
AE and At,  however,   are not necessarily of  Individually fixed size. 

?Action atoms can occur in more than one size  (see note 1 on p.   3). 
3Thl8 explains why we serse existence as If we were the point of contact of a pointer 
moving along a time lino..    In effect, perceptron time advances one tine slice at a 
time, where the slice Ik of At thickness.    Thus all physical phenomena occur in 
minute granular sequences. 
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Fig. 2.   The Fundamental Perceptron Switch 

The existence of a negative time flow can be postulated by a simple symmetry 
analogy, but this postulated negative time, by definition, cannot be a perceptron 
output.   We use the term "reflection" to denote a postulated operation In negative 
time1 symmetrical to perception which operates only In positive time.   Reflection 
Is essential to the explanation of electric charge and charge effects,2  but these will 
not be discussed here.   Figures 3, 4, and 5 summarize the concepts of reflection, 
perception, and positive and negative time. 

We now Introduce the concept of absolute value of a dimensional molecule. 
To Illustrate, if we know that F =  Ma, we will state that 

|F|  = |Mal s   iMl   K   |a| M (15) 

where the last expression is true because of the nondivisibility of the unit SL and 

'Modern theorists such as Feynman, Wheele 
tive time operation into their theories 

?The quiton/perceptron theory can and doe 
charges repel and unlike charges attract 
or repulsion to be proportional to Q.Q,/ 

3Although perceptron output bits may vary 
they are of absolutely fixed si?" in any 
tive operations. So for one operation o 
dimensional molecule is merely a product 
is Itself of one fixed magnitude. Any o 
value is therefore of the same size for 
tion is simple bit division and integrat 

r, and Dirac of necessit) incorporate nega- 
Involving netion-at-a-distance. 

s explain what "charge" Is, why like 
etc.  It predicts the force o: attraction 

in magnitude from operatlop to operation, 
one operation or between any two consecu- 

r any two consecutive operations, a 
and division of certain-sized bits, and 

ther dimensional quantity of equal absolute 
that operation.  At this level, differentia- 
ion Is simple bit multiplication. 
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Fig. 4.   The Positive Time Contlnua -- 
Model In Which Perception Acts 
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Fig. 5.   The Negative Time Contlnua -- 
Model In Which Perception Does Not Act 
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At quanta outputted by one perceptron operation.   The absolute value signs must be 
added  to any dimensional molecule which can take on either positive or negative 
values.   Dlmenslonally, 

Mr (16) 

where M   Is rest mass and requires no absolute value sign since a quantity of rest 

mass Is only positive.   Actually, since perceptron operation only outputs quanta, then 

(17) 

the perceptron outputs AE and AM , or 

AM0 =  ]AE 

and repetition rate allows perception of M0 as a positive quantity.   Then 

AA     _,  A(L2) 

The perception expression of the right-hand side of (18) will be1 

ALAL A(L2) 

and then we have 

At AL(V)   , 

AEAUV/V)-^-^^-» AP(At)UL/At)-» APAL   , 

which must be another statement of the minimum condition of the Heisenberg 
uncertainty principle, or 

k = APAL  , 

It follows that 

APAL -   nk,       n  =   ±0, 11,12,... 

To consider why constant velocity yields special relativity, from 
2    2 

E =  ML /T   and Eq. (16), we can write 

M 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

ML2 

=    M L2 

7 T2 

Dividing out the M gives 

2 
1 X 

ILI 
ITI 

'Obviously LiL7)  - 2UL + (/U2, but the units of 2LAL are ALAL. 

(21) 

(21a) 

(22) 

(23) 
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So velocity la a dlmenslonless quantity In the aboolute dlmenHlonal senau, I. e., In 
the perceptron operational sense, and "the laws of physics apply equally well (or 
all observers as long as they are moving with constant velocities" (Einstein's 
postulate).   When the perceptron process Is applied to a system of objects whose 
relative velocities are constant, the Inputs to perception always differ by a constant 
value and the differentiated outputs of perception do not differ, I.e., the differential 
of ((x) + Cj Is Identical to the differential of f(x),1 

Observation Is related to perception as shown In Fig. 6.   An observer observes 
only perceptron outputs2-- never ultimate reality -- from his sensory apparatuses. 

FORMATION OF 
PfRCEPTION 

INPUTS 
ITHItltOCKMAVtl 

«mACIOBV 
fiaun it 

PERCEPTION 

■ *C IMATIONOF V 
ALALOGUESBV Y> 

OBSERVER 
PROCESSING 

OBSERVER 
OUTPUT 

ANALOGUES 
ICONCLUtlONtl 

OBSERVATION 

DIFFERENTIATION 
ICOMPAMItONOf 

INPUT 11 

L 
// PERCEPTION     ' 
S/    OUTPUTS' 
IO"        IPMVtICAl 
'/     PHINOMiMAI 

//////// 

THIS IS A PHYSICAL PROCCM 
PtNf ORMfO SV A MAHPANTICLE 
OR PARTKUS. WHICH MAV ON 
MAY NOT W IN THt PHYSICAL 
UNSONY APPARATUS Of A 
HUMAN t( INC 

THIS IS IN THf   MIND   OR   »UNO 
OF THf LIVING ENTITY AND IS NOT 
IVITII SUBJf CT TO PHYSICAL 
ANALYSIS 

THE TWO SHADED BLOCKS REPRESENT THE 
INTERFACE BETWEEN MASS PERCEPTION 
AND "MENTAL" PERCEPTION! THESE TWO 
BLOCKS CONSTITUTE THE PERCEPTIVE 
MIND   THIS IS ALSO THE INTERFACE 
BETWEEN PHYSICS AND METAPHYSICS 

Fig. 6.   Overall Relationships 

'Einstein's treatments of simultaneity and special relativity nay be regarded as 
statements that one can determine a length (measure a AL) only by AL = cAt, and 
one can determine (measure) a At only by At = AL/c in the static case. 

2The process of observation actually consists of both perception and realization. 
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HI.   MASSANDSPACE 

The nonactlon continuum may be further visualized as a sea or gas of small, 
unpercelvable particles, 1. e., of qultons and aggregates of qultons which are less 
than k In magnitude.   S'nce mass is a perceived quantity and a qulton cannot be 
perceived, a qulton or aggregate of less than k magnitude has zero mass. 

Since fission and fusion both constitute perceptron switching, we may explain 
mass by visualizing a changing pile of qulton bundles, each of k size, in which the 
total rate of switching activity is what we call the "mass"1 of the pile.   Thus the 
mass is equal to the sum of the absolute values of the fission and fusion activities: 

M a At 
+ At nl +  no (24) 

or 

M =•   n. + n sw/sec, 10 ' 
(25) 

where' 

M = perceptron operation time (one operation) 

M = perceived mass of the pile 

AA. = action created from fuzing qultons into action atoms 

A A   = action lost from fissioning action atoms into quitons 

n. = number of k-sized bundles per second fused Into atoms 

n    -- number of atoms per second fissioned into qultons 
o 

sw/sec = one perceptron operation per second. 

'if AE Is time rate of change of action,  and If  the absolute dimensional value of rest 
mass and  rest mass energy are the same,  then mass must also be a tune rate of change 
of action.     One kilogram mass equals 17.053xl050  sw/sic. 

''The switch concept  Is necessary to explain charge and charge effects.     The 
switching occurs between the positive  (perception outputted) and negative 
(reflection outputted)  time streams.     Three types of switches exist,   two of which 
are charge  switches and all of which are mass switches.     Switching may also be 
regarded as change of At  Into AL.     For a mass switch,  the limiting value of 
the conversion parameter b in  (AL ■ bAt)   is c,   the speed of light.    However,   the 
concept  of  switching can be expanded;  b  < c implies nass switching;  b ■ c  implies 
quitons moving  (maximum switching limit  for mass switching); b > c Implies 
DeBroglle waves moving,  which are not switching  in the normal sense at all. 
Technically,   the condition b < c applies to Eqs,   (24)  and  (25). 

11 
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First, 
The uae o( the IUUHH deflnttton equation can be Illustrated by a simple example. 

-14 
k s.  h/2 - 0.527 x 10      Joule-sec 

1 kg mass ■ 8.087 x 10    joules , 

(26) 

(27) 

so 
J6 

1 kK mass - 8» W^x 10" joules  
0. 527 x 10      joule-sec/swllch 

50 1 kg mass = 17.053 x 10       sw Itches/sec . 

(28) 

(29) 

For a mass that does not accelerate, switches must occur In couplets.   This 
would require, (or example, that angular momentum be quantized In quanta of 2k 
magnitude, since two switches would process two action atoms -- one In and one 
out of the mass action pile.    Since 

2k = h/2n , (30) 

then angular momentum should be quantized in h/2ff quanta, which indeed It is: 
from the Bohr theory of the hydrogen atom,1 

mvr = nh , n = 0, 1,2,...   , (31) 

and the change permitted is thus 

./       \       nh Mmvr)   =  ^ , r 0, tl,±2,+3,... (32) 

What we normally think of as empty space is sometimes described as the 
absence of mass and energy, existing in time.2    Empty space can be defined by 

AA 
At 0; (33) 

which merely state that no perceptron output Is occurring.   Thus empty space 
exists only as defined by a perceptron and Is merely the total absence of percep- 
tion.   While these equations rule out fission and fusion, they do not rule out the 
static presence of large numbers of qultons and qulton aggregates each of which Is 
less than k In size (a qulton may be viewed as a quantum of space or a quantum of 
ether). 

'Belser,  Concepts of Modern PhyalcB, McGraw Hi)!,  1963. 
2Actually there  la no tine connected with the existence of apace;  the tlae  la connec- 
ted only with our perception cf change;  that  la,  apace  la a product of perception, or 
the nonoperatlon of perception, and la related to a maas perceptron.    Similarly, 
apace Itself haa no length — length la relative between two maasea.    That Is why 
both length and tine can change, and why a specific  length and a specific time can 
be different to different observers. 

12 
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A matislesB qulton cannot tndtv(dually generate any drag realatance agalnat 
matter In the Newtonian senae.   So a maas object moving along at a constant 
velocity will Juat ijuah a atream of maaaleaa qultona ahead of It.   In effect, 
the maaa "bulldozer'' la puahlng Ita own medium along with It, and this require» no 
force.1    Therefore, empty space (I.e., the zero output condition of one's mass 
perceptron) Is filled with (has added to It) streams and streams of qultons moving 
ahead of other objects (perceived by one's perceptron) from all over the universe 
(perceived by one's perceptron).   These qulton streams may be regarded as qulton 
pulses or qulton waves2 In jne's own static-relative qulton pond.   The static-relative 
qulton pond of a mass will be called Its "q-space" or "space" (more commonly 
referred to as the mass's Inertlal frame of reference). 

When Impinging on a perceptron's mass, these ( sturbances are being 
collected Into k-slzed quanta and switched Into action atoms.   The switching 
produces outputs that reveal the presences of the disturbing masses.   The situation 
for a perceived mass Is descrlhed In Fig. 7.   Note that a fusion plleup Is shown In 
front of the perceived object due to the object's motion, and a fission plleup Is 
shown at the rear (switching Is actually distributed throughout).   Additional 
switching Is occurring In the plleups and constitutes Increase In mass.   So one's 
mass perceptron perceives the moving object's mass as having Increased.   The 
relative velocity of the object with respect to one's perceptron determines the 
additional collection rate of qultons, and hence the additional swit •hing rate, 
occurring for the object In one's perceptron q-space.   The perceived Increase In 
the moving body's mass Is a function of the Increased collection rate, which Is a 
function of both the initial mass switch size M. and the velocity V, or 

M = f(V, M0) (34) 

MAUIULLOOZEN 

o   o  0    /o     o 
r        o   o 

0 $ .&  

/   v 
REAR FRONTAL REAR^ 

o 
o    0 

VELOCITY 

MRCEIVCR't 
ITATIC* ELATIVE 
QUITONPONO 

0 o 
o 

SWITCHING ACTIVITY 
PILEUn FROMPiRCEIVERt 
tTATK-RELATIVE OUITON 
PONO 

Fig. 7. Increased Perceiver Switching Due to Perceived Velocity 

'More precisely. It requires no resultant (unbalanced) force.  Both fission and 
fusion create forces; however, these forces are opposing, and so when fission rate 
equals fusion rate the resultant force Is zero. 

2The8e pulses or waves are not In themselves perceived, so one can tqually well 
consider them bunches of particles or waves.  The difficulty lies »1th the 
perceptron mind, not with the disturbances. 
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U the perceiver shifts "his view" to the object, he would at the same time 
shift his perceptron to It and so would then see the same sort of effect existing on 
his vacated mass.   The plleup Is relative to the porcelver and Is occurring In the 
perceiver's perceptron Itself.1   So material objects do not just move through an 
ether, they carry their own q-space ethers right along with them.2    And all they 
can detect is the disturbances In that q-space that produces switching transfers 
In and out of the action and nonactlon contlnna. 

We now wish to know the standard medium velocity at which wave disturbances 
move in the q-space.   The question Is, what has zero mass, Is unpercelvable, and 
yet can move through the perceiver's empty space ether3 at some standard velocity? 
Photons satisfy all these requirements.   Photons themselves cannot be perceived -- 
only their interactions can; and photons move In free space at the velocity c, the 
speed of light.   Thus c Is the qulton medium's wave velocity4 and qulton disturbances 
move In a q-space at the velocity c.   They move only In a q-space and In nothing 
else, since movement (velocity) Is defined as AL/At, and both AL and At exist only 
to the perceptron that created them.   Therefore, velocity of a perceived object is 
absolutely relative to the perceiver since it Is part of the perceiver's mass's 
perception.   At this point, Einstein's postulate that "the speed of light Is the same 
for every observer" can be seen to follow directly from the qulton/perceptron 
model. 

But a difference exists between the speed of light In q-space and the speed 
of light \n a medium.   Simply speaking, when light travels in a medium the qulton 
waves (photons) are perceived to interact with particles (get switched by other 
switches) continually.   In each Imposed Interaction switching perceived, another 
At occurs In the perceiver's perceptron.   Thus more At's occur, and the photon Is 
perceived to take longer In traveling through the medium than through free q-space; 
that is, the perceiver's perceptron (in which the medium Itself exists) creates more 
time output In tiie case of light traveling through a perceived medium than light 
traveling through unperceived free q-space. 
lTt)l8 point is emphasized.  The mass's mass does not increase as perceived by itself; 
its mass does increase as seen by the perceiver.  This fact alone is sufficient to 
establish that the increase in mass is subjective, not objective (although these two 
terms are usually misused).  That is what the term "relative" means, i.e., relative 
to the subject.  Note that the perceiver is always the subject. The fact that the 
effect occurs only to the perceiver should indicate that it is the perceiver's per- 
ception process which is causing the effect. 

•'Thus one can have one space moving through another space. 
3From Einstein'G Theory of Relativity by Max Born, p. 22A: "Einstein In later years 
proposed calling empty space equipped with gravitational and electromagnetic fields 
the 'ether,' whereby, however, this word is not to denote a substance with its 
traditional attributes.  Thus in the 'ether,' there are to be no determlnable points, 
and it is meaningless to speak of motion relative to the 'ether.'  Such a use of the 
word 'ether' is of course quite admissible, and when once It has been sanctioned by 
usage in this way, probably quite convenient." The use of "ether" here is quite 
close to Einstein's proposal; however. In our usage it is_ meaningful to speak of 
"perceiveti motion of a perceived object" in the q-space ether of the perceiver. 
Otherwise, there can be no observation and no observer, which are of course necessary 
to Einstein's theory. 

"•Velocity is unpercelvable; it Is actually the constant of proportionality for the 
perceptron's direct transposition of At into AL.  And c, th» constant velocity 
of light, represents the limit of the perceptron's ability to do this. 
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It should be noted, but will not be pursued further here, that electromagnetic 
waves In space are merely qulton wave disturbances1 moving In a perceptron's 
q-space.   The energy being transmitted Is the "energy equivalence" of the nonactlon 
qulton aggregates that were chopped up from action atoms.   When these fissioned 
aggregates are again collected In some perceptron, then AE Is recovered as AE, 
or perhaps as AM. 

In passing, we note that hidden In the principle of complementarity Is the fact 
that wave and particle are operationally excluded, I. o., separated by an operation. 
A wave by definition Is operational (dynamic).   The most elementary idea Involved In 
the concept of a particle Is that It Is nonoperatiunal; 1. e., it doesn't have to move, 
or change, or function, or be dynamic to exist.   Obviously that which Is operational 
differs from (Is separated from) that which Is nonoperatlonal, but such separation 
Itself Is differentiation which Is an operation.   Therefore, wave (operation) and 
particle (nonoperatlon) are operationally separated.   The only "mystery" In 
complementarity is that one muut stop (Interfere with) an operational entity to have 
a nonoperatlonal entity, and one must start (Interfere with) a nonoperatlonal entity 
to have an operational entity.   Depending upon the conditions Imposed upon It, an 
entity can be either operational or nonoperatlonal.   For example, the operation of 
superposition must be Imposed upon DeDroglle waves before they can constitute a 
particle.   It then follows that the particle's velocity must in fact be the velocity of 
the superimposed group, I. e., the wave packet's velocity.   By the same reasoning 
It follows that one cannot measure a particle's exact position (which is a static or 
nonoperatlonal entity) and its exact momentum (which is a moving or operational 
entity) at the same time.   The same is true for the particle's exact time position 
(nonoperatlonal) and its exact kinetic energy (operational).   Thus uncertainty 
principles, complementarity, and the relationship of DeBroglie wave velocity to 
wave packet velocity all involve the one fundamental concept that an operational 
entity is separated from a nonoperatlonal entity by an operation.   The changing Is 
separated from the unchanging by a change; i. e., the changing is operationally 
derived from the unchanging, or perceived reality Is derived from unpercelved 
reality. 

'Photons are aggregates of qultons; qulton aggregate behavior  Is partlculate. 
Behavior from the standpoint of Individual qultons Is wave-like.    This explains 
the dual behavior of   light  and  reconciles  Its wave   and   quantum aspects. 
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IV.   IMPACT ON PHYSICS 

A-       MICHELSON-MORLEY EXPERIMENT 

The Mlchelson-Morley experiment was conducted In the Mlchelson/Morley/earth 
q-ttpace.   The Mlchelson/Morley/earth perceptron(8) would perceive the speed of 
light to he the same In all directions, I.e., any fringe shift observed should have been 
a result of experimental uncertainty only.   The experiment did not prove there was no 
ether; It did prove there was no perceivable ether1 through which the earth was moving. 
The results admitted of a static-relative ether If It Is unpercelved.   Perception Is a 
process, and If the process does not occur then perception does not occur.   Since by 
definition the q-space of a perceptron does not cause the perceptron to operate, then 
the q-space Is unpercelved by the perceptron. 

More careful examination of observation reveals the following facts:  A 
perceived mass has a constant mass when not moving with respect to the percelver. 
When It Is moving through the space frame or the ether of the percelver with a 
constant velocity v, Us perceived mass Is again constant but Is now perceived to be 
greater than was Its rest mass.   From whence came the extra mass? 

The extra mass effect Is only to the percelver.   The only possible sources for 
the extra mass In perception are the original rest mass M0 and the empty space of 

the percelver's space-frame (I. e., the Interaction of perceived mass with un- 
percelved space).   Space does not drag. In the conventional Newtonian sense, 
against a moving body that Is not accelerating.   And space Is unpercelvable; there- 
fore It can be visualized as a massless fluid.   Thus the Increase In perceived mass 
(which Is a change) must come from the perceived mass's Increase In velocity In 
percelver space (because velocity Is all that was changed), and It must Involve the 
physical operation of the percelver's physical perceiving mechanism.   A perceived 
mass does exert resistance (drag) called "Inertia" whenever It Is accelerated In the 
percelver's space-frame.   This resistance Is a force.   Perceived force Is equal to 
perceived mass times perceived acceleration through the percelver's space.2 

'is not space an unpercelvable ether?    An extract from Einstein'a Theory of Relativity 
by Max Born, p.  223,  states:  "If each of two observers who are moving relative 
to each other can assert with equal right that he  Is at  rest  In the ether,  there can 
be no ether.    Thus, the extreme development of the ether theory leads to Its dlssolu 
tlon as a fundamental concept."    The conclusion that there can be no ether does not 
logically follow.    Each observer can assert that he is at  rest In an ether (space), 
and these spaces can be  Intermovlng.     That Is precisely what a "moving frame of 
reference" Is:     one space moving through another.    Today we  retain the   (or more 
correctly, an)  ether concept, but call it "space" or "Inertlal frame of reference" 
or "frame."    The conclusion should have been that  there can be no single "stable 
ether," but that there can be many. 

2Newton's law,  F - ma,*  to date his been used In a half  sense,  i.e.,  that the accelera- 
tion of a perceived mass through the percelver's unpercelved q-space generates force. 
If this is true, and relativity holds, then the acceleration of any other unpercelved 
q-space,  through a perceived mass,  also generates force;  through one perceived mass 
In a percelver's q-space,  the q-spaces of all other perceived accelerating masses are 
accelerating and thereby generating forces on It.    By this "other half" of Newton's 
law and by relativity, Mach's principle (that Inertia of a mass Is derived from the 
other masses of the universe)  can be shown to be true.    Although not collated and 
developed as auch, It la possible to derive the postulates of both special  (Continued) 
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This equation states that a perceived accelerating mass must react with the 
percelver's q-space, and In (act this Interaction may be taken as the basic mechanism 
that creates force Itself.   Again the percelver's physical perception mechanism Is 
the causative agent. 

A quite logical conclusion at this point Is that the perceiving mechanism 
perceives (produces) additional perceived mass from the Interaction of perceived 
rest nnsa with perceived mass-motion (velocity) through Its unpercelved space.1 

Also, the perceiving mechanism produces perceived Inertlal drag from the Inter- 
action of perceived mass with the mass's perceived acceleration through Its 
unpercelved space. 

The concept of "ether" should not be rejected while the concept of "space" Is 
retained, since the latter Is actually an unpercelvable ether.   Rather, the concepts 
of mass, perception, and ether-space should be tailored to fit the perceived 
phenomena.   Qulton/perceptron theory (perception theory) lo a deliberate transfer 
function model specifically tailored to fit these criteria. 

B.      GRAVITATIONAL ATTRACTION 

Newton's law of universal gravitation can be generated, In both effect and 
form, from qulton/perceptron theory. 

A perceptron's q-space Is filled with streams and streams of qulton disturb- 
ances moving ahead of Its perceived moving objects from all over Its universe. 
Thus there exists a flux of qultons at any point in Its space, and this flux is Isotropie 
to the first approximation:  because of the vast interstellar distances between 
disturbing masses, the flux gradient in the relatively local neighborhood of any 
percelver point Is essentially zero.   The qulton disturbance flux can be represented 
as shown in Fig. 8.   A qulton flux stream switching pressure P. is exerted on M. 

and a switching pressure P, is exerted on mass M».  In any one flux stream line in 

this shadowed zone, the pressure against either of the two bodies is reduced in 
proportion to the amount of switching flux subtracted from that flux line by the other 
body.   The total reduction of switch pressure in the shadowed zone is therefore 
proportional to the product of the two masses M. and M«, considering the effects to 
be mutually independent 

(Footnote 2 continued from preceding page) and general relativity from qulton/perceptron 
theory, and the steps essential to that derivation are contained In this paper. 

*[More precisely,  F - d/dt   (BV) - ma + V dm/dt.    From the second tern, 
Increase or decrease in mass of a moving object also produces 
a force.    This second force component may not be too Important 
except in microscopic phenomena, but  for fast microscopic changes 
in mass  (e.g.,  In the nucleus) It could generate significant forces. 
Also note that the velocities of all other spaces  (i.e., velocities 
of the q-spaces of oil other moving objects) In the perceiving mass's 
universe Interact with Its perceived mass change rates, according 
to the second term of Newton's law, reiatlvlstlc form.] 

lA disagreement has long existed over whether a "nonthing" exists if it cannot be 
observed.    The argument is illogical; e.g.,  if a photon itself cannot be perceived 
and only effects  (changes)  produced by it are perceived, does a photon exist?    It 
exists, but cannot be perceived to exist,  i.e.,   it exists outside of perception, 
but does not exist  in perception.    The same is true of the notion of space. 
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Fig. 8.   Gravitational Attraction of Masses 

From purely geometrical considerations, a shielding (actor is also present 
due to the solid angle that is shadowed about any mass point.   This effect is propor- 

2 
tional to l/R   by usual solid angle considerations.   Putting these two factors* 
together, the attraction of mass should therefore be proportional to M.M2/R , or 

K 
MJMJ, 

(35) 

which Is the expression for Newton's universal law of gravitational force, and this 
force Is driving the two masses together.1   By merely extending the basic state- 
ment by superposition of the effects of every perceived mass-pair In the perceptron's 
universe, one obtains the attraction of mass2 for the universe. 

'it Is not accidental that electric, magnetic, and gravitational field forces all 
obey "inverse square of the dletance" laws, since these forces are derived from 
analogous switching operations. 

^Attraction of mass Implies an effect derivable from the presence of mass only. 
Mass is a switching rate.  Therefore attraction of mass must be derived from switching 
only. Now a massless fluid generates no drag against a constant velocity mass, but 
switching is a negative qulton acceleration which does generate force.  So switching 
generates drag, but constant velocity does not. This accounts for the error long 
made In considering the "mass shadowing" explanation of gravitational attraction to 
suffer from a serious defect of implied retardation force due to velocity through an 
ether-flux (see, for example, the Peynnan Lectures on Physic». Vol. 1, p. 7-9). Velocity 
of an ether flux through a body merely affects the mass of the body; it does not 
generate force. Acceleration of an ether flux through a body generates a resultant 
force on that body. In Peynman's example of an orbital body, let us assume perfect 
circular motion with constant speed. Since the speed of the ether flux is always 
constant, the mass is always constant.  Since the component of acceleration tangential 
to the circle is »«ro, there is no force generated tangentially to the orbit. But 
since there is a constant radially outward acceleration of flux through the orbital 
body, then there it\ a  constant radial force outwards that is generated, and this force 
is called the "centrifugal force," i.e., the "center-fleeing" force. 
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It should be noted that (or extremely small masses at extremely close 
distances, or (or extremely short times, turbulence and lnter(erence e((ects can 
(orm in the shadowed zone o( Fig. 8 and superposition may no longer hold. 

C.       NEWTON'S THIRD LAW OF MOTION 

One o( the recognized ways of stating Newton's third law of motion Is: 
"To every action (orce there Is nn opposite and equal reaction (orce."  This 
law follows (rom qulton/perceptron theory, as can be shown by examining 
two colliding bodies.   It should be stressed that these two bodies, and all 
changes related to them, exist as changes In the output of the percelver's 
peiceptron.   It must always be borne In mind that these changes, or physical 
phenomena, exist as outputs of the percelver's mass perceptron.1»2 

Figure 9 shows perceived bodies M. and ML In constant velocity motion Just 

before collision.   A deliberate choice was made of a case where the momenta of the 
two bodies were not equal, so that the initial switching rates for the two masses 
were different.   In the example, M.V. > M-V,.   The mass switching drag of each 

body Is again represented by small circles.   Each body has the same size roll In 
front as In the rear, so Its switch pressure forces are balanced.   Figure 10 shows 
the collision. 

Fig. 9.   Two Bodies Before Collision 

Pe (mCREAKQ SWITCH PUHMMEI 

Fig. 10. Two Bodies at Moment of Collision 

'We consider the question:  "If a tree falls In a forest and there Is no ear to hear It, 
Is there a sound created?" A tree Is a perceived tree, a forest Is a perceived forest, 
and a fall Is a perceived change. Their presence or existence Implies a percelver 
and perception; thus they imply that a "sound" change would he perceived, since they 
Imply a percelver to perceive It. If, however, by "no ear to hear It" we mean "no 
percelver present at all," then the question as posed contains a self-contradiction: 
with no percelver, there can be no perceived tree, perceived forest, perceived fall, 
or perceived sound. 

2The manner of searching for qulton/perceptron causal explanation of a physical 
phenomenon Is to ask, "What would the perceptron have to do to generate the phenomenon?". 
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There is an almost Instantaneous switch pressure Increase In the contact zone 
between the colliding bodies, and consequently there Is a switch pressure differential 
across each body as shown In Fig. 11. 

■NITCM fMMUNI 
INMIMNTiAL 
AOUWM, 

| /  •MTCN fNtaURI 
OtmMMTIAL 

Fig. 11.   Switch Pressure Relationships at Collision 

In the figure, the contact pressure P   Is exerted against each body, so that 

the pressure forces on the two bodies act In opposite directions.   But for any two 
colliding bodies, the contact areas, one against the other, are the same.   This 
common contact area will be called A .   Since P « F/A, then c ' 

11 lF2l    -VC (36) 

But since the pressure forces on the two bodies are being exerted In opposite 
directions, then 

Fl   -   -F2 ' 

which Is Newton's third law of motion. 

(37) 

D.       NEWTON'S SKCOND LAW OF MOTION 

Neglecting constants of proportionality, Newton's second law of motion may 
be stated in the most general sense as 

d(mv) 
= -cIt  

(38) 

The first step in deriving this law is to examine a point mass which is perceived 

moving with velocity V,   as shown in 

Fig. 12.    Moving Point Mass 
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An Increased rate of qulton switching activity exists along the axis containing the 

velocity vector V.   We will call this increased qulton activity a vectorlal "current" 

0, and define its direction as contrary to the velocity vector.   The mass Is perceived 
to be moving against the current vector, and 

0 «-V  . (39) 
-  • 

When the current Q is steady,  i. e., when 

<n=5out    ' <40) 

then the switching activity, and hence the mass and the energy, are constant. 

Therefore, from v - ±>l2E/m, the velocity remains constant. 

If Q    . suddenly increases, then 

Sin < «out    ' <41) 

which can be represented as In Fig.   13. 

■•«rt    ■• 

•- v 

Fig. 13.   Difference In Qulton Current 

From Eq. (39), 

Q = - kjV   . (42) 

At any time In a qulton current, the switch pressure force exerted against the 
mass can be represented as 

F - P A     , (43) c  c   ' 

where P   is the switch pressure and A   is the area of contact.   However, since 

the area of contact A , or the drag area, Is the mass switch rate Itself, then 

(neglecting constraints of proportionality) 

Ac o M'    , (44) 

where M' is the switch rate at the point of switch pressure application.   We will 
next examine the switch pressure forces before and after one perceptron operation 
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O.e., across the smallest possible time Interval At used by the perceptron Itself 
In perceiving a change).   When there Is any difference In the pressure forces 
against the body front and body rear, this difference Is the resultant force R, or 

* "  [<PcVln " (PcAcU] ^ (45) 

where q Is a unit vector whose direction Is given by the direction of Q    - Q 

Now, from Eq, (44), 

R -   [(M-Pc)ln - (M-?c)out] q     . 

Since P    o Q and Q a(-V), then (neglecting constants of proportionality) 

R =   - [(M'Q)ln - (M^)out]    , 

which from Eq. (39) gives 

R-    (M'V)ln - (M'V)i)ut 

or 

R =  ^MM'V) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

However, this has happened in the smallest possible time At, and since by definition 

A(M'V) 
min At (MT) 

then 

R   =    k4(M'V)   --    k4 |r(M'V) 

(50) 

(51) 

which Is Newton's second law of notion, relativistic form.   Acceleration of a body 
is caused by a difference in masf.   witch rate (i. e., a switch rate gradient)   induced 
across it by transfer of momentui   from another moving body or by induction from 
a field such as an electrostatic fieid or a magnetic field. 

E.       NEWTON'S FIRST LAW OF V.QTION 

Newton's first law, that "a body at rest or in uniform motion will remain at 
rest or in uniform motion unless some external force is applied to it, " can be derived 
from the same type of considerations u »ed to develop the second law.   Obviously,  if 

0 (52) 

'Switching can be thought of as transfer of   At  Into AL.    An increasud switch rate 
represents an  increased rate of transfer  resulting In a higher value for  the ratio 
of AL to At being outputted.     Since  the ratio AL/At  Is defined  as v, an Increase  in this 
ratio  Increases  the velocity,  and thus acceleration occurs. 
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then 

R = 0 (53) 

and 

a = 0   , (54) 

in which case the body at rest will not move and the body \n uniform motion will 
remain so, by the definition of acceleration,   hvery perceptron repetition will 
output the Identical value for V as the preceedlng repetition, and that is why the 
first law holds. 

F.       IDENTITY OF LENGTH AND TIME 
2 

From E = Mc , we have 

c2 = E/M = 9 x 1016 joules/kg (55) 

0 Ifi 
c    «* 9 x 10    joules/kg x 1/17.053 kg sec/sw (56) 

2 -14 
c    «» 0.527 x 10       joule-sec/sw (57) 

2 
c    o k/mass switch . (58) 

Thus 

c2 = (3 x 108)2 mVsec2 o   mas8
k

swltch * one sw onn (59) 

8 2      2       2 one sw opn  => (3 x 10 )     m /sec (60) 

=» 3 x 108 m/sec (61) 
o 

=»  1 sec = 3 x 10   melers . (62) 

Length and time are thus synonymous,1   and c is the constant of proportionality 
(more precisely, the identical ratio for transposing At into AL will be maintained 
for each perceptron operation).   Therefore, a perceptron actually outruts only 
one thing which may be taken to be either At or AL (it actually outputs only change 

'By "synonymous" we mean that At and AL are  Intertransposable by perception operation. 
The term c  Is the velocity  (rate of change)  of  switching Itself,  I.e.,  the  speed at 
which qultons themselves can move,  since qultons are being switched by mass.    There- 
fore c ought  Indeed to be the wave velocity at which qultons move,  and thus represents 
the uaxlmum AL obtainable from At by mass  In normal switching.    The possibility exists 
that abnormal  (turbulent) switching can deviate  from this limitation.    Thus "tltre 
warping,"  "time travel," "hyperspace travel," and the interplanetary drive may   .ndeed 
be possible.    Since at least one of these effects of turbulence in switching (that of 
OeBroglle wave velocity exceeding the speed of  light)  is theoretically accepted,  the 
problem of  turbulent switching should be well worth the theorist's attention and 
effort. 
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Itself, which Is perceived and thought o( as bL and At).   All other dimensions, 
quantities, and dimensional molecules are but bit division or bit multiplication. 
This seems to be consistent with some o( the latest conclusions from general 
relativity theory. 

In passing we note that there Is no separation without relation, and there Is 
no relation without separation.   Therefore 

relation <-> separation. (63) 

Also, there Is no operation without separation, and there Is no separation without 
operation.   Therefore 

operation <> separation. 

It follows that 

operation <» separation <* relation. 

(64) 

(65) 

We note a difference between free space and a Cartesian space (inertlal 
reference frame).   In a Cartesian space or inertlal reference frame a definite 
length is considered to have been established for each and every point in that 
frame.   But such a definite length to each point is rigorously operational by 
statement (65) above,  1. e., such a length Is defined by an operation.   Specifically, 
it is defined by the operation of a mass perceptron (or an understood mass 
perceptron) at the origin of the frame.   Such a frame Is linear if the identical 
type of perceptron operation has defined the length to each point.   If the type of 
defining operation varies, then the frame so defined is nonlinear; i. e., its space 
is said to be curved or distorted. 

In one perceptron, its length defining operation and its mass defining opera- 
tion can interfere or react one with the other.   This type of interference or inter- 
action is the direct interaction of frame space (length) with mass and it is the 
fundamental generating mechanism of force.   All forces are so generated (see 
again the inset footnote on p. 17).   And in fact a perceived moving force does work 
in the direction of its perceived movement rather than in the force's perceived 
direction precisely because of the moving operational length's interaction (inter- 
ference) with the operationally generated force.   This Interference interaction is 
between operations in the same perceptron and generates what is called work. 
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V.    ELEMENTARY PHILOSOPHICAL IMPLICATIONS 

Every scientific treatise Is filled with forirs of the words "one" and "be," 
yet none attempt to define these metaphysical terms.   Ontologlsts and metaphysician» 
have uncovered many problems connected with these two words, but no real solutions. 
In addition, the historical preoccupation of metaphysics with dogmatic religious 
beliefs contributed strongly to Its disfavor, since scientists were required to exei t 
considerable effort to establish the scientific (observational) method as a legitimate 
criterion for the Judgment of physical truth.   Consequently, both science and 
philosophy today are constructed on quite undefined foundations, primarily because 
of the failure to recognize the relationship of perception operation to reality, which 
recognition is a prerequisite to the synthesis of physics and metaphysics.   One 
therefore must comprehend the concepts of be (exist),1 thing (perception), and 
one (thing) from the viewpoint of the relatlorTbetween perception and ultimate 
reality. 

A.       EXISTENCE. THING,  AND ONE 

Existence has been defined here as "what Is to be fed into the perceptron's 
input. " In the situation where all operation of the perceptron has ceased, what can 
be said tu exist in the input?   First, what exists is a continuum:   it has no limit, 
Interface, dimension, time, velocity, change, space, place, or discontinuity since 
these are all derived from perceptror. operations and the perceptron Is not operating. 
What exists is continuity only, with no discontinuity.2   To comprehend this, we must 
examine the thought process Itself more closely, realizing that "to think" is "to 
perceive thoughts." 

What is a "thing?"  Further, what Is "one" -- one "thing," one "anything?"  A 
thing Is first a perceived thing:   It resulted from the output of a perceptron operation, 
in which one input bite and one output occurred.   This output is characterized by the 
the fact that it is one, and the absence of one (i. e., zero) is the absence of output.3 

Figure 14 shows these relationships.   The perceptron operation created the separation 
between the Inside and the outside by creating a AL and a At, that Is what the delta 
symbol means.   Thus the operation of the perceptron determines the basic nature of 
one itself, and any one necessarily requires that a perceptron operation has occurred. 
In fact, the perceptron itself Is a result of perceptron operations.   Thus Indeed all is 
relative.   A perceptron exists and Is able to function because it perceives other percep- 
trons to exist and function.   Thus perceptrons are mutually created derivatives of reality 

'Being Is undlfferentlated; that  Is its total definition.    It cannot be perceived, 
since perception differentiates.    It Is continuity only, without any discontinuity, 
which is unpercelvable.    The preoccupation of being with causality (perception)  is 
technically called "inception,"  the influencing of perception.    In Zen philosophy 
this  is technically "attachment  to the world of illusion  (change);" the  literal 
meaning of  "incarnation." 

2Thl8 concept  is unpercelvable, by the definition of perception, which accounts  for 
its difficulty.    To be a "perceived one" implies limit (finlteness); oneness itself, 
without a bound or limit to make  it a one   (perceived), cannot be perceived.    This 
Is the primary limitation of the human mind   (i.e., of perceptive thinking)—being, 
continuity,  and oneness themselves imply absence of perception  (differentiation) and 
are therefore unpercelvable. 

3Thus Boolean algebra describes the most basic operation, and is applicable to the 
"operational" world. 
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Fig. 14.   Nature of One 

which drive themselves and each other.   Note that the preceding sentence itself is a 
perception. 

So in the fullest sense, Gautama Buddha was Indeed correct to state that the 
world of phenomena (changes) is an "illusion," relative only to itself (i. e., to 
perceptrons).1 Einstein, expressing this Idea In the language of mathematics, 
produced the theory of relativity and Inaugurated a new physics.   Buddha and 
Einstein spoke In different technical languages, but both expressed the same Idea. 
The only difference Is that In science we have assumed that our observations 
themselves are real and perfect.   They are real, but not perfect In that they 
represent only changes In ultimate reality.   Thus observational science alone can 
never reveal ultimate reality. 

Another approach may aid In the comprehension of the nature of one.   What is 
meant by the statement "he Is the man?"  Reflecting, one realizes that what Is 
meant Is that the perceived thing HE is exactly the same perceived thing THE MAN, 
and this Identity exists now (during this one At perceptron time slice).   There Is 
no part of HE that Is discontinuous from THE MAN, or vice versa.   The different 
forms of the verb "be" attempt to express continuity without discontinuity, or 
unlimited oneness which is a state and not a thing.   However, we do use the verb 
"be"2 to relate continuity between different time slices.   "He is the man" is related 
In the present time slice; "he was the man" means that HE In the NOW slice Is 
Identical to THE MAN In a past slice; etc. 

'The reader Interested  In Zen will find complete  agreement between this paper and Zen 
precepts,  and will find the paper of some  assistance  In comprehending the unpercelvable 
(unthinkable)  Zen realizations.    In Zen,   for example,   the aim Is to comprehend at  once 
Che totality of reality, directly, escaping beyond the limiting fetters of perceptive 
thought.    Now If It   Is actually possible to do this,  and  If some unusual men have 
done It,  then their enigmatic writings should contain  the wisdom of their experience, 
and should correspond to ultimate reality  itself.    Since ostensibly their insight  is 
obtained by other-than-loglc and other-than-perceptlve means,  then their statements 
should appear Illogical and unpercelvable.*    Thus the  "sound of one hand clapping" 
and other Illogical concepts are used  in Zen as a meditative means of driving the 
student beyond logical perception  (certainly the  sound of one hand clapping cannot be 
perceived or thought)  to realization.     But  if  the Zen experience is actually valid, 
then reality itself must be pure Zen  (i.e.,  unpercelvable),  and so it would appear to 
be.    We note  that  for each component part  of all,  the opposite part must exist.     So 
all can be regarded as the complete set of all possible opposltes or contradictions. 

*(However,   this most assuredly does not  imply  that every statement that 
is illogical and unpercelvable  Is of value!) 

2It  should be  stressed again that being is defined as undlfferentiated  (unseparated, 
unperceived).     Being is simply continuity without discontinuity. 
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B.       REALITY.   ULTIMATt: RKAUTY, BEING,  AND ULTIMATE BEING 

Actually one should be quite careful In using these terms.   What does one get 
when one differentiates reality? One gets another reality, but not the primary or 
ultimate reality.   For example, assume that length and time are real.   When one 
tlmn-dlfferentlates length, one obtains velocity, which of course Is real also but 
quite different from either length or time.   However, velocity Is always operationally 
related to the two first (assumed) reals length and time, because differentiation Is 
an operation.   So what Is meant by "ultimate reality" Is that state (or essence, or 
whatever name one prefers) that Is not differentiated.   Since "being" (continuity 
with no discontinuity) is defined as "that which is not differentiated, " then the 
ultimate reality Is pure being. 

But all perceivables are differentials of ultimate reality.   When one differen- 
tiates being, one gets pieces (differentials) of being which themselves are beings, 
but they have been perceived (differentiated) from a more primary or higher being. 
Therefore any being that one perceives has been differentiated (separated) by 
perception,1   which explains why human beings, for example, consider themselves 
separate or individual (one).   They are separate only in their Individual perceptions. 
Thus "beings" by Its plural nature always Implies fragments (differentials) of a 
higher being (of singular nature).   There can be many such Integral levels:   starting 
with one function, one can Integrate it, then the resulting function can be Integrated, 
etc., as long as we are speaking of definite Integrals between two limits.   When we 
reach a state that has no pieces or limits, the process is finished.   That state is 
being in the ultimate sense, 1. e., ultimate being. 

One perceives these integral levels directly In nature, i. e., In the perceived 
phenomenologlcal world.   Living molecules (tiny beings) of RNA, DNA, etc.. Integrate 
together Into a cell (a higher level being).   Cells then Integrate into a still higher 
being (man, animal, plant), which Is the level on which man finds himself.   But since 
man is perceivable and there are more men than one, it follows directly that men 
are capable of being Integrated Into a still higher being,2 and the only wprd we have 
at present to describe such an ultimate being is "God. " It is not at all accidental, 
therefore, that the ultimate being cannot be directly perceived by man, since by the 
definition of perception the ultimate being cannot be perceived by a lower order being 
such as man (i. e., since perception differentiates, or separates, then only 
differentials of being, or separate beings, are perceivable). 

The avatar Jesus, having no technical concept for the derivative available in 
the language of the day, used the analogy of the father-son relationship, the son 
being the derivative of the father In this sense.   Thus he referred to himself as 
the "Son of Man" (the derivative of all mankind or of Integrated mankind) and also 
as the "Son of God" (the derivative of the Integral of man).   He continually referred 
to the ultimate being as "Father." It Is little wonder that he was not understood 
then, and has not been understood for almost twenty centuries. 

'Thus not only are physical objects relative to the percelver's perception,  but  so 
are the perceived beings.    Ergo the entire perceived universe, both living and non- 
living,  Is related to perception, and In fact perception and creation are abstractly 
sypc.iynous. 

2ThL8 statement contains obvious Implications to the theory  (I.e., to the goal) of 
evolution. 
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VI.   CAUSALITY AND ITS MODIFICATION 

A little closer look at perception can be obtained by viewing it from the causal 
standpoint.1   All that perception really creates is At and AL (which are the same, 
ignoring constants of proportionality), and the perception we normally think of is 
point perception, where a point is one switching operation.   The perception point 
may be thought of as following a line path which we will call "llneception" (Fig. 15). 
Physical phenomena as seen by one perceptron constitute this llneception; or rather, 
it constitutes the physical phenomena that are perceived or observed by the percep- 
tron.   Any point-based perceptron system, such as human perception, will accordingly 
perceive the ui iverse of physical phenomena ;is If the perceiving system were a 
pointer moving along a llneception.2 

j^+n 
Fig. 15.   Llneception (One Connected to One) 

For each perception there Is a reflection, so there exists (but by definition 
cannot be perceived) a similar line-path, or "lineflection" as shown In Flg. 1C. 

„M -At -At 
M,-A«—AL 

Pr^ 
Fig. 16.   Lineflection (One Connected to One) 

'Perception Is identical  to causality itself,  I.e., perception can be said to generate 
causality.    The causal view is that causes inputted to a situation operate to produce, 
or output or create, effects.    According to its inputs, the perceptron generates 
causal outputs.    An adequate theory of perception should be able Co explain all 
causal  (perceived) phenomena.    We might define causality as the set of all causes. 
Then the answer to the question, "What causes causality itself?" Is causality 
Itself;  i.e.,  since it  is the set of all causes,  causality must contain its own 
cause.    Causality must  therefore be closed or circular.    The entire causal world 
must  then be purely relative to itself   (closed).     Closer attention to causal opera- 
tion yields the following:    We perceive something change  (In time or in space), then 
the situation changes so that we perceive new changes emerge  (occur later, or separa- 
tely).    Thus the line of perception by Its own unpercelved operation connects the 
perceived cause   (change)   to the perceived effect   (change),   i.e., perception generates 
causality.     Since perception  itself is causal,  then causality truly causes itself. 
This indeed is closed or circular—causality generates perception (perception is 
causal)  and perception generates causality  (causality is perceptive).    Thus the ic'ea 
that perception generates causality is completely consistent with our initially 
assumed definition of causality ar the set of all causes. 

2A "frame" or "coordinate system" is a point-centered perceptron system centered 
about the "understood perceptron" at the origin. 
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The ultimate reality, or existence, contains all, all-at-once (ultimate reality 
is allness, or oneness).   At each operation of the perceptron, the exact amount of 
At and AL, and their relationship, put out by a perceptron Is a function of Its 

Input qulton disturbances.   A great number. In fact perhaps an Infinite number, of 
different Input states are possible, 1. e., exist In all, all-at-once (ultimate reality). 
So an equally large number of output states are possible (exist ultimately),1 but 
one particular Input condition results In one particular output condition.   We can 
represent the all possible llneceptlons existing as "multlceptlon" (Fig. 17).   From 
this figure, a llneceptlon can be seen to be one particular path through multlceptlon. 
The corresponding multlflectlon could, of course, be Illustrated In similar manner 
but with negative components. 

Fig.  17.   Multlceptlon (One Connected to Many) 

One could immediately apply statistics to the concept along the lines 
illustrated by Fig. 18. 

SWITCH POINT 
(UTWEEN 
(WITCHEtl 

Fig. 18. One Branch 

'it Is stressed that these multIceptIons exist, which Is not at all the same limited 
statement as "exist now," but much more comprehensive; e.g., all possible numbers must 
exist In zero, else, given the number A, there Is no justification for the axiom that 
A + (-A) ■ 0. The "absence of number" means precisely the "absence of all possible 
numbers." Paradoxically, If we think of that absence, we make It present by the act 
of thinking; I.e., trying to perceive It (absence Is not perceivable). This contra- 
diction, of having to make the unthinkable Into Its opposite so that It Is thinkable 
Is both the characteristic and the limitation of perception and perceptive thinking, 
and has long been an Insurmountable obstacle to scientist and philosopher alike. 
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At each switch point, the perceptron Is faced with the branch of possibilities ahead, 
which all exist in multlceptlon but only one of which exists In one perception, or 
llneceptlon.1    A certain set of limbs In the branch must have a perception 
probability equalling 1, and thus each of the limbs has some finite probability.2 

The Input conditions to the perceptron then determine which limb Is selected for the 
next switching operation; and, of course, the Input conditions are the results of 
other related perceptrons' operations (relativity).   The statistics will not be pursued 
further here. 

For an absolutely mechanistic world, the entire process Is automatic according 
to quite rigidly fixed rules.   A system of perceptrons that behave this way shall be 
referred to as "mechanically switched." What we call "non-living systems" are 
mechanically switched systems.   But what we call a "living system" is able to 
arbitrarily select the limb taken, to some extent at least,3  1. e., the fact that a 
living system Is able to choose Its behavior within certain limits, directly Implies 
that It must be able to deflect Its llneceptlon from a mechanically switched llne- 
ceptlon.   The only way It can possibly do this Is to Influence the switching operation 
of the perceptron.   But since the output of one switching operation Is a mechanistic 
function of the Inputs, then the only way a life system can affect the perceptron 
switching operation is by affecting the input to some extent.   How could it possibly 
do this? 

In our crude model, the nonaction continuum is composed of action atom 
fragments, ur qultons.   But such non-things are massless by definition (they are 
not being switched and the absence of switching defines masslessness), and we can 
think of the nonaction continuum as a massless fluid or ether or empty space, since 
these terms are all synonymous.   All that is implied by these terms is that the 
fluid is composed of massless elements, which merely means they are not being 
switched.   They are capable of being switched, of course, but switching is not 
being done.   The main point is that force, in the conventional sense, is not 
required to move a massless fluid, so the Input fluid to a perceptron can possibly 
be interfered with by some nonphysical means requiring zero force.   The being 
portion of a life system can apparently do this to some extent. 

-21 Since the switch time of a perceptron is on the order of 10       seconds, then 
even an incredibly tiny quiton input variation to a perceptron will result In 

vIt Is stressed that all possibilities exist and are real, but do not exist In percep- 
tion.    Perception is the only difference between unpercelved reality and perceived 
reality. 

2Whlch leads to an unusual view of  "probability."    A perceptron operation Is already 
finished when one perception  is complete;  that  Is why "the past   Is always gone,  the 
present has Just  occurred,  and the  future Is never here."    Perceptron operation 
continually creates the perceptron's universe an it operates,  including all changes, 
time,  space,  etc).    Thus,  at  the conclusion of  any one perceptron operation, a 
multitude of  llneceptlon steps can exist  for the next operation.     However, although 
possibly quite large,  the number of next  steps available must be  finite to be causal 
(perceivable).     It is the process of perception that makes probability finite. 
Perception is finite; nonperceptlon Is infinite. 

3The only alternative conclusion is that the living system Is unable to deliberately 
modify its behavior and its behavior is purely mechanical.    But  since this Implies 
that all behavior is absolutely programmed and predictable, which Is obviously 
false,  this alternative is not valid and the original conclusion stands. 
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noticeably altered Uneceptlon after one second of such variation.   So It Is quite 
reasonable to presume the futility of trying to measure such Inflnltesmal Influence 
as Is brought to bear on one single perceptron operation.   However, the total 
Influence can obviously be detected after being accumulated by a very large number 
of perceptron operations, and for living systems It Is.   So while we have not proved 
the mechanism of life-system manipulation of Uneceptlon, we have shown a logical 
progression from an assumed mechanism to u result that Is universally verified by 
countless observations (I. e., all living systems are observed to manipulate 
causality, which manipulation is, after all, the definition of behavior).   Since no 
other mechanism has been proposed, to the author's knowledge, that would reasonably 
explain the observed phenomenon of life-system manipulation of Uneceptlon, It Is 
logical to accept as true the assumed mechanism -- a life system can exert an 
Incredibly tiny Influence on perceptron inputs,1 I. e.,   on the ether or on empty 
space.2»3 

'Thla tiny Influence Is the basis of the realization process. To comprehend the non- 
causal, the Individual observer usually wrestles diligently with the problem, 
repeatedly attempting to perceive It causally.  In each such attempt, the tiny 
Influence of Inception on perceptron Inputs Is exerted. Over an ensemble of such 
attempts, the perceptron causal output can be modified, l.e", modulated noncausally 
to give what are now slightly noncausal perceived outputs.  Presence of a required 
fit or required output pattern In the perceptive mind allows the output to be 
examined (compared) against the required output, I.e., It allows the selection of 
the proper noncausally nodulated causal transfer function. When the outputs match, 
one then has a breakthrough or realization which matches Che real world pattern but 
which cannot be directly perceived causally. However, since the mental file of the 
perceptive mind has now filed the proper transfer function, the individual has 
assimilated the information and understands It, being able to recall the noncausally 
modulated causal transfer function at will. Thus in Zen, the ultimate example of 
realization is described as "enlightenment." Phrases such as "direct perception of 
reality," "direct experience of ultimate reality," or "direct realization of all- 
being" are also used in trying to portray the nonperceivable realization. Conven- 
tional science hides the entire process behind vague terns, such as "creative 
thinking," which actually only conceal the fact that we do not know what It is, or 
how it is accomplished. 

Note that such "creative realization" can cover either purely causal or non- 
causally modulated perception, the difference being merely whether the Inputs are 
incepted in a normal manner comparable to causal phenomena, or in another manner. 
Realization is derived only frot. Inception. Since the observed phenomena of physics 
already appear to be noncausal (statistical) in the ultronlcroscopic region while 
ensembles of these yet appear to be causal, then the physicist is already confronted 
with the necessity of changing causality but at the sine tine retaining causality. 
The implications to the observation process Itself must be examined, and they remove 
the dichotomy between physics and metaphysics when pursued. 

2The Hleronymus effect Is an example of this in reverse.  It generates sn effect on 
living nervous systems that is not the result of electric, magnetic, or gravitational 
fields, and is not caused by matter in motion. For that matter, a polygraph has been 
used to clearly measure a response of plants to human thoughts alone, and such an 
effect Is lot presently explainable within the  body of physics theory. "Firewalklng" 
is another unexplainable phenomenon from the standpoint of present physics theory as 
is acupuncture. 

3All psi phenomena derive from this effect (inception) together with turbulent 
switching. A straightforward theory of psi phenomena (and of such things as fire- 
walking and acupuncture, for that matter) can conceivably be generated from the 
quiton/perceptron theory. 
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Of course the most efficient development of manipulation of Uneceptlon 
(I. e., the widest response) by a life system would necessitate a control system 
approach; 1. e., life system direct manipulation of only a very small control 
valve or control mechanism, which In turn controlR the Input to a much larger 
mechanistic (deterministic) servo amplifier.   Systems like this are universally 
observed In life systems.   Thus the great bulk of a life system's manipulation of 
Uneceptlon Is servomechanlstlc: the actual direct Influence of life (being) on 
matter (perceptron switching) Is so microscopic as to be Immeasurable at Its 
operating level, and only Its macroscopic effects become measurable.   For that 
reason the scientist has never been able to Isolate the mechanism of life's mani- 
pulation of Uneceptlon, nor Is he likely to be able to do so In the foreseeable 
future.1 

Life's manipulation of Uneceptlon will be denoted by the term "Inception," 
and can be thought of as a modulation (partial change or additive change) of the 
Uneceptlon carrier.   Ordinary physical phenomena are macroscopic ensembles 
of llneceptlons, where the deterministic (mechanistic) law holds absolutely but 
In a relative manner (ensemble to ensemble) which Is fixed cause-and-effect, or 
causality, from the viewpoint of perception.   Since Inception Is a modulation of 
Uneceptlon, then living behavioral phenomena should be superimposed as envelopes 
on causal Uneceptions, or causal Uneceptlon ensembles, and,  Indeed, they are 
universally observed lo be so superimposed.2 

Absolute or ultimate reality, however, can be thought of In one respect as all 
multlceptlons and all multlflections, all-at-once, which Is timeless (I.e., which 
Is both all-posslble-tlmes and zero time simultaneously or identically).3   Along 
any one Uneceptlon, causality applies; yet since a very large number of changes to 
that Uneceptlon are available In just one multlceptlon branch, then quite a large 

'This latter statement,  of course,  Is subject to challenge. 
2Slnce all matter l£, it contains being.    Another Intriguing possibility exists:    that 
there are two types of Inceptive systems, or two magnitude directions that inception 
takes.    The first type would produce inception with difficulty, and its inception 
would only be apparent at the macroscopic level;  the second type would produce 
inception with ease,  its inception would be apparent only at the microscopic level. 
The  first type would correspond to what we call "living systems," while the second 
would correspond to what we call "inert systems."    Living systems'  inception would 
be observable to human senses and human instruments, while inert system's inception 
would not.    A second and remarkable consequence would be,  that  in the extreme micro- 
scopic case,  inception woald dominate and this scale would appear to be absolutely 
statistical  (individually unpredictable), which apparently is true  (i.e., degree of 
causality represents degree of restraint of inception).    This would modify causality 
(for individual events)  at  the ultramlcroscopic level, but  at higher  levels causality 
would still apply due to the karma effect on perceived ensembles.    It  is significant 
that at present the universe of mutter seems to behave in precisely this fashion.    To 
summarize, perception is causal — it  generates causality.     Inception,  being non- 
caueal, must be below the perception threshold.    Aggregates of  inception  (noncausal) 
that equal or exceed the perception threshold become causal  (are processed by 
perception) and generate causal karma. 

3Slnce every perceived AT has an unperceived complement -AT which exists in reflec- 
tion,  then the sum total of all times in absolute existence, which Includes both 
perception and reflection,  equals zero time. 
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number of Inceptions are available to be applied to that one llneception by an organism 
to change or direct the llneception.   Herein Is the explanation of karma.   Since every 
inception made by an organism (or by a submlcroscoplc particle of being for the second 
case, see note 2, p. 32) changes its entire llneception, it also changes Its entire 
perceived or relative universe, which Is the only universe it knows or senses.   And 
since causal feedbacks from this perceived universe1 occur to the organism's 
perceptron (which itself is part of that perceived universe), then the effects of the 
organism's actions indeed return precisely to it.   So,   "as a man soweth, thai shall 
he also reap" is quite true.2 

It is now possible to formulate some conclusive statements; 

1. One perceptron follows a llneception path, mechanically basing its output 
on its inputs, and this operation establishes causality to perception 
repetition, i.e., to llneception. 

2. Ordinary physical phenomena are merely ensembles of related lineciptions, 
and are perceived to be absolutely deterministic (obey only cause-and- 
effect. 

3. Living phenomena exhibit the effects (selective behavior) of inception 
(modulations impressed on llneception) which occasionally diverts one 
llneception from its deterministic llneception limb to another multi- 
ception limb, resulting in a changed (modulated) llneception. 

4. Ultimate, or absolute, reality may be thought of as the sum-total of all 
multiceptions and multiflectlons. 

5. "God" is all-being, which is all multiflection and multiception at once, 
wh'ch is both no time at all and forever and all forevers as well. 

6. "God's will" is llneception and Its accompanying lineflection. 

7. "Man's will" or "free will" is inception, the modulation of llneception (and 
unknowingly its accompanying lineflection).   Inception, however. Imposes 
a feedback on the Inceptor since a precise feedback, from the inception 
changes to perception, occurs to the perceptron of the perceiver.   This 
feedback resulting from inception is karma. 

8. The law of cause and effect (causality) exists in perceived nonmodulated 
phenomena (ensembles of llneceptions). 

9. Causality is affected (modulated) by living systems, but applies to each 
choice once made.   The causal feedback from Inception is karma. 

'"Perceived" oust be accented:     the nonpercelved universe Is not causal, since by 
definition causality invokes a perceiver and the perception process. 

^Collective karnu: of any ordered group ouch as a species must exist  in like manner. 
On the submlcroscoplc level,  "karma of ensembles" means that the statistics of 
llneceptions and inceptions still lead to causal relationships in the perceived 
collective phenomena. 
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10.   Neither causality nor karma applies In ultimate reality, although all 
causality llneceptlons and their reflections, and all modulations 
(Inceptions) and the karma reflections of those Inceptions, are Included 
In ultimate reality. 
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Vn.   CLOSING REMARKS 

The qulton/perceptron approach appears to offer a most extensive area for 
further Investigation, and It Is hoped that physicists will Interest themselves In 
the concept.   It offers explanation« for the problems long posed by ontology, and 
unifies the bases of science and metaphysics. 

We state categorically that the theory explains what electric charge Is, why 
like charges repel, and why unlike charges attract.   In addition, since all phenomena 
are perceptron outputs, the theory indicates that multiple effects which are very 
close in time or distance will Interfere with each other duo to turbulent switching; 
i.e., conservation of mass/energy holds only as long as no switch Interference 
exists.   Turbulent switching can possibly disrupt all known physical laws. 
Unexpectedly strong forces, such as nuclear force, might in fact result from this 
effect.   Other implications include possibility of travel faster than the speed of 
light (deBroglle waves do this now) and of travel back and forth In "time. " 

Since both laboratory instruments and human sensory apparatuses are 
perceptrons and differentiate reality, investigations of physical phenomena should 
include the laws of the perceptron as well as the laws of the perceived phenomena. 
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